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SKYBOX END USER

Training Course Overview

Skybox® Security offers customer–tailored, entry–level training courses
covering all products within our suite: Skybox Firewall Assurance,
Skybox Network Assurance, Skybox Change Manager and Skybox
Vulnerability Control. Course topics cover everyday workflows that
enhance participants’ ability to use Skybox in support of business activities and are reinforced with hands–on experience.
The modular structure of our end–user courses enables customers to
receive training only for purchased products and in alignment with
deployment schedules.

ATTENDANCE OPTIONS
Skybox offers instructor–led training in both in–person and virtual
formats. Virtual training courses are available to accommodate every
budget, schedule and personal learning preference. Users can also
receive in-person training and a hands–on lab session at their preferred
site. For more information on instructor–led courses, please contact
your account manager or support@skyboxsecurity.com.
The estimated duration of the course is eight hours or one day.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
End–user training courses are designed for firewall administrators,
security analysts, network operations engineers, compliance officers,
security auditors, risk managers, change agents and other similar roles
who use Skybox products to perform day–to–day activities. Although no
previous experience with Skybox is required to participate, our end–user
courses offer a valuable opportunity for experienced users to discover
new features and optimize their workflows when working with Skybox.

SKYBOX TRAINING
PROGRAMS
Skybox offers training programs for
administrators and end users, covering
fundamentals to advanced topics to
ensure you get the most out of
your solution.
•

Flexible attendance options

•

Thorough training for all skill levels

•

Custom course options available

Learn more about Skybox training >

SKYBOX TRAINING LABS
BENEFITS

The Skybox Training Labs platform provides customers with a fast, easy and
secure method to launch full–featured Skybox practice labs in the cloud. With
our platform, each participant gains unparalleled hands–on access to virtual
environments from anywhere.

•

Learn how to apply the full
value of Skybox Security’s
solutions for any organization

Each participant has instant access to their own dedicated browser–based lab
environment. Access is easy and secure, with no software installation required.

•

Maintain a high level of professional knowledge and technical
proficiency

COURSE OUTLINE

•

Gain access to our unique and
extensive courseware detailing
day–to–day workflows

•

Experience real-life scenarios
with our extensive training labs

TOPIC

DESCRIPTION

AGENDA

Firewall
Assurance

Create complex analyses of organizational firewalls, identify hidden risk, track
changes, clean and optimize firewall
rules and review firewall configuration
violations

View >

Network
Assurance

Explore and inspect the structure of entire
networks, identify hidden risk, analyze
traffic paths and increase overall visibility
into the network attack surface

View >

Change
Manager

Automate network change management
processes, optimize change planning to
reduce policy–bloat, identify potential risk
and automatically implement and verify
changes.

View >

Vulnerability
Control

Discover, prioritize and remediate hidden
vulnerabilities across all organizational
assets using unique business context and
network metrics

View >
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Skybox provides the industry’s broadest cybersecurity management platform
At Skybox Security, we provide you with cybersecurity management solutions
to help your organization innovate rapidly and with confidence. We get to the
root of cybersecurity issues, giving you better visibility, context and automation across a variety of use cases. By integrating data, delivering new insights
and unifying processes, you’re able to control security without restricting
operational agility. Skybox’s comprehensive solution unites different security
perspectives into the big picture, minimizes risk and empowers security
programs to move to the next level. With obstacles and complexities removed,
you can stay informed, work smarter and drive your organization
forward, faster.

